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Meduse Design is a trade and manufacturing company based in the Czech Republic. We carry out all stages in the processing of our products 
starting with graphic and industrial design, through development and prototyping, on to batch production, and finally distribution.

Production is executed by a team of talented designers and craftsmen who share a vision based on innovative and fresh design that bears a 
hallmark of exclusivity. The aim is to provide demanding customers with an unforgettable experience achieved by the unique detail-sensitive 
design, perfect quality and exclusivity of handmade products, along with elements of playfulness and interaction.

The production philosophy is based on the innovative integration of traditional handicrafts with the latest hi-tech manufacturing technologies 
and techniques. Our notable traditional techniques are blacksmith forging and hand blowing “Bohemian Glass.”

The prestige of the small-run production is enhanced by producing limited editions and by taking a personal approach to delivering each individual 
client’s requirements.

Thanks to this approach we achieve a strong, progressive platform through which the works of Meduse Design acquire their original and 
timeless character.





 

We are proud to introduce our collection of luxurious water pipes which follows the Arabian tradition of shisha (hookah) pipes. However, 
through revolutionary design, uncompromising quality of craftsmanship and a number of technical innovations, we carry the phenomenon 
into a brand new dimension.

The “Craft collection” design is inspired by the elegant organic lines which are ubiquitous throughout underwater sea life. The key motivation 
for designing the original shisha pipe collection is to satisfy the immensely intense experience of the client, who is able to relax with the 
shisha at the highest possible level of pleasure.

The collection comprises of five main models, each of which is designed with an individual approach and specific design purpose, resulting 
in a compact collection of shisha pipes with different characteristics: from the expressive and rustic Brute and Brute Grande, the stately 
and elegant Noble, to the delicate and minimalist Mirage and Mirage Grande. The character of both Mirage models is further enhanced by 
illumination from the interactive Chameleon light module which transforms the shisha into an impressive luminous object inciting a pleasant 
and captivating atmosphere.

The exclusiveness of the “Craft collection” is emphasized by its use of noble materials and its precise workmanship which is accompanied 
by the use of modern manufacturing technologies as well as traditional craftsmanship. The exceptional prestige and permanent value of 
Meduse Pipes is guaranteed by Czech hand-blown “Bohemian Glass”, which has been held in high regard for centuries thanks to its unique 
properties. Each shisha design has remarkable dimensions that push the limits of traditional manufacturing without the use of machines. 
This requires hours of hand work by skilled and experienced blacksmiths and glass-blowing masters. The shisha becomes an artistic solitaire which 
enriches any interior and becomes an inseparable and natural element.

The high-bred and timeless design of the Meduse Pipes collection will comply with the requirements of the most demanding clients who can 
appreciate luxury and comfort with full service, the air of light extravagance, and a feeling of absolute uniqueness.
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All shisha models in the “Craft collection” are produced in three variants: with one hose “Mono”, with two hoses “Duality”, or with 
three hoses “Trinity”.



Blood pulses with each breath taken into the glass heart of this shisha. Fiery passion uncontrollably 
pushes forward. Dominant in every way, this stud never compromises and demands attention in any 
environment…
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brute details



65 cm / 25,6

brute



The exquisite and elegant lines of this distinguished aristocrat with its excellent lineage will stand out in 
any interior and quietly draw attention to its uniqueness. Dispassionately and with dignity it shows who 
leads the way here… 
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noble details



65 cm / 25,6

noble



Interwoven water levels offer an irresistible view of a clear lagoon. Alluring light and colour iridescence 
shine through the transparent jellyfish veil. In captivating pure beauty and harmony, the experience 
evolves into an unforgettable experience… 
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mirage details



75 cm / 29,5

mirage



The majestic design of the Brute Grande doesn’t leave anybody in the dark about who is the master here. 
The company of this elegant beast raises admiration and esteem. Its ravishing energy and power absorb 
you quite easily…
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brute grande details



85 cm / 33,4
brute

grande



The iconic design of the Mirage Grande facilitates a beautiful display of delicate and fascinating iridescent light 
through crystal glass and limpid water. The mirage of the fluorescent jellyfish floating in the blue abyss of the 
ocean brings forth an uplifting atmosphere…
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mirage grande details



95 cm / 37,4
mirage

grande







www.medusedesign.com I info@medusepipes.com
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Unique Design )) The unmistakable concept of Meduse Design emphasises the originality 
of your interior - design as art.  
Innovation )) A  shisha p ipe as a  perfectly operating organism whose design uses the 
latest technological solutions in a unique context. 
Comfort )) Exceptional smoking comfort is provided by the high manufacturing quality and 
a wide range of original accessories.  
Experience )) Thanks to a more intense stimulation of all five senses and the interactivity, 
the experience of smoking is more profound and enjoyable.   
Handmade c raft )) The production is based o n careful, strictly inspected hand w ork 
whose p restige is enhanced w ith the use of noble materials, and detail-sensitive 
workmanship. 
Bohemian Glass )) Hand blown “Bohemian Glass”, which has been held in high regard for 
centuries, is a perfect guarantee of quality and permanent value.  
Limited Edition )) We offer certified limited editions. The most demanding customers may 
choose a unique product according to their needs.    
Worldwide original )) The unmatched concept of Meduse P ipes represents a touch o f 
uniqueness in many respects. 


